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XFEM or eXtended finite element method is a very well-known technique and is 

getting more popular due to its vast application domain. It is a modification of finite 

element method (FEM) where problems having a local phenomenon such as kinks, 

stress concentration, and singularity in the solution are studied. XFEM has been most 

extensively applied to solve problems in solid mechanics involving stress concentration 

at crack tip. If FEM is used to solve such a problem then the crack would be 

represented by a mesh element edges have to align with crack. XFEM is a mesh 

independent method and hence it allows crack to pass through the elements. IBFEM is 

a mesh independent method that uses a background mesh instead of a conforming 

mesh that represents the geometry of the object. A scheme has been discussed to 

incorporate XFEM in IBFEM in order to obtain a truly mesh independent approach. 

Such an approach would make crack as well the geometry independent of mesh.  

XFEM locally enriches FEM solution by incorporating priori known analytical 

solution in certain regions. This enrichment should blend and merge with the regular 

finite element solution of the surrounding region.  Blending of enriched solution structure 
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with regular finite element structure has always presented problems such as poor 

accuracy and affected convergence rate. The most popular approach to deal with 

problem of blending is using a weighted function with a local support. A new method 

‘fixing of nodes’ is suggested which in essence is a technique to bring the enriched 

solution to zero along the boundary of enriched region. In order to apply Dirichlet 

boundary conditions in regions where the solution is enriched, the solution must be 

shifted such that the solution at the nodes is equal to the nodal values of displacement. 

A ramped Heaviside function is introduced for modeling discontinuity or crack within an 

element. This in combination with fixing of nodes can entirely avoid the need for shifting 

the solution and the need for special blending elements. Exact analytical solution is 

used at crack tip element for obtaining SIF directly without any post processing or 

contour integrals computation. This requires that all the enriched degrees of freedom of 

crack tip element be equal. ‘Collapsing the nodes’ is discussed as a method to equate 

the values of enriched degrees of freedom of crack tip element which is usually 

achieved by using penalty method. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Overview 

Finite element method has been used for several decades for solving various 

boundary value problems. It is an important analysis tool for engineers and helps in 

solving complex boundary value problems. Several FEA programs are available 

commercially and are widely used in a lot of industries. Results obtained are now 

reliable and accepted by the engineering world. Although it still has some limitations and 

certain modifications are required to increase its scope. This in turn has led to 

development of methods that are modification of FEA but are more specific to certain 

applications.  

Extended FEM (or XFEM) which was first discussed by Belytschko [6] is one such 

method that can be used for problems that have a priori known solution for local 

domains.  Usually problems involving local phenomenon such as jumps, kinks and 

singularity are hard to model using regular FEA programs as normal polynomial 

functions used as trial and test functions would not capture the local phenomenon. 

XFEM helps to incorporate a known local phenomenon while solving the overall partial 

differential equation. Partition of unity method (PUM) by Babuska [3] was a step in the 

direction of locally altering the test and trial functions and incorporating the change in 

the overall finite element structure. It was a very important step that helped FEA to 

develop in lot of different areas. The core idea was to use functions other than 

polynomials to approximate the local changes in solution in order to improve accuracy. 

PUM requires that in order to localize certain functions in finite element space they 

should be multiplied with shape functions whose sum at any point in unity. XFEM uses 
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PUM to solve problems involving kinks, jumps and singularities. One such important 

field of application is fracture mechanics that studies structures involving cracks. XFEM 

uses specific functions obtained from known analytical solution as enrichment function 

to incorporate priori known solution into FEA framework.  

Fracture mechanics studies propagation of cracks in material. It mostly uses 

experimental solid mechanics to characterize materials resistance to fracture. It is a 

very important field as it studies particular modes of failure in different materials and 

offers a chance to predict it.  Several different approaches have been presented to 

parameterize the fracture of materials and one such popular approach is to obtain the 

stress intensity factors associated with cracks. Different mathematical models have 

been developed that predict the crack growth based on the computed stress intensity 

factors. SIF completely characterize the state of stress near a crack tip in a linear elastic 

material. It is known that material fails when SIF reaches a critical value which is an 

alternate measure of fracture toughness. Thus it is very essential to be able to compute 

SIF values of models correctly to predict crack growth. 

 In this thesis, the progress made in formulation of XFEM for computing SIF was 

studied. Techniques were developed to implement XFEM in a mesh independent 

analysis approach called Implicit Boundary Finite Element Method (IBFEM) which uses 

a background structured mesh for the analysis. The geometry and the crack are 

modeled independent of the mesh. Although the implementation is limited to fracture 

mechanics the intention is to understand the idea behind the concept and suggest 

certain improvements based on results obtained. In order to model a crack it is essential 

to take care of two important factors namely discontinuity and singularity. Functions 
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suggested by Belytschko [6] for taking care of these factors are very versatile and 

produced good results. Although it could be seen that for kinked and curved cracks it 

requires mapping of co-ordinates to calculate the parameters required to compute the 

integration functions which besides being sophisticated is computationally very 

expensive. Later papers have shown that use of signed distance function as enrichment 

function provides solution to this problem away from the crack tip and ensures 

discontinuity .Use of level set function for the same purpose has been advocated on the 

basis of two reasons. Firstly it helps identify the region where enrichment is required 

and secondly it is also used to define the enrichment function. Level set function was 

first proposed by Osher [47] where it was suggested that it is very useful in modeling 

moving interfaces. In this thesis a method is presented that uses parametric equation of 

boundary of the model and avoids computation of level set function since this 

parametric equation can be used for identifying the region of enrichment as well 

computing signed distance function. This approach would be very beneficial in problems 

involving crack growth as the new surface formed would update its parametric equation 

in the process without any extra effort.  

Blending of enriched solution with regular finite elements requires a lot of attention 

as it affects the convergence and the accuracy of solution. Blending was addressed by 

Ventura and colleagues [2] and use of ‘corrected XFEM’ or weighted XFEM was 

suggested to solve this problem. An approach based on the same method was also 

discussed for blending of enrichment for discontinuity with singularity enrichment. This 

method is very effective but requires the solution to be shifted properly as well as it 

increases the order of enrichment function. A simple but effective method is presented 
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which takes care of problem of blending, is easy to implement and saves computational 

effort required. Nodes at the interface of enriched domain and finite element are 

identified and degrees of freedom corresponding to enrichment functions of those nodes 

are fixed. Thus at this interface the enriched part of solution is forced to be zero by 

means of pre-assigning the values associated to enriched coefficients equal to zero. 

This not only maintains the order of enrichment function but it also reduces 

computational effort as the rows and columns from global stiffness matrix are reduced. 

The same strategy is applied for blending Heaviside function to singularity enrichment. 

Instead of using ‘corrected XFEM’ formulation that uses a weight function to bring the 

value of either function from unity to zero, they are gradually brought down to zero 

inside same element by fixing the nodal values.  

 To apply Dirichlet boundary conditions it is known that the solution has to be 

shifted in order to make sure as the enriched solution possesses kronecker-δ property. 

IBFEM by Kumar [13] uses implicit boundary method (IBM) to apply essential boundary 

conditions which does not require the nodes to be on the boundary. In present method 

use of shifting and special blending elements has been completely avoided by fixing of 

nodal enrichment degrees of freedom. Ramped Heaviside function was used for 

enriching elements with a discontinuity. It is constructed in such a way that its value is 

zero at all the nodes of the enriched element. Thus use of these functions would result 

in enrichment field with no blending elements and enrichment itself would die to zero 

along all four nodes.   

 This thesis includes information necessary for effective implementation of XFEM 

in an already existing FEA program. The result provided at the end act as benchmark to 
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prove the validation of the approach. Results are discussed in terms of displacement 

convergence and various suggestions made are compared and are enlisted in the 

conclusion. SIF are also directly obtained using the enrichment functions suggested by 

X.Y. Liu [32] and studied as a function of number of enrichment terms used from the 

analytical solution. It is strongly recommended to use these functions as opposed to 

using the functions suggested by Belytschko [6] which use only the first term in the 

analytical solution. Even if the intention is to model the crack and use contour integrals 

instead of directly obtaining the SIF without any post processing it is still advisable to 

use the later approach since it has a very good convergence rate compared to the other 

method.  

Goals and Objectives 

The most prominent goal of present research can be considered as an attempt to 

study and understand the developments made in modeling domains in solid mechanics 

with cracks.  XFEM is implemented in IBFEM framework to make both crack as well as 

geometry mesh independent. 

The main objectives of this thesis are: 

 To combine the advantages of IBFEM and XFEM approaches to model fracture 
mechanics problems. 

 To use parametric equations to represent cracks instead of level set functions as 
done in most XFEM implementation. 

 To development strategies for implementation of XFEM such that multiple terms 
from the analytical solutions can be used as enrichment and SIF can be 
calculated as a byproduct of the analysis. 

 To study alternate approaches for blending enrichment with the unenriched finite 
element solution.  
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Outline 

The remaining document can be summarized as follows: 

In Chapter 2 there is a detailed discussion of XFEM from its introduction to its 

latest developments. Blending has been thoroughly explained and problems associated 

to it are listed. XFEM is then studied in context of cracked domains in fracture 

mechanics and hence there is a brief discussion of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics 

(LEFM).  

Chapter 3 explains the basics of mesh independent methods and their 

classification.  Implicit boundary finite element method is discussed in detail and 

advantages of using it in synchronization with XFEM are documented.   

Chapter 4 has the details about the implementation scheme used for empowering 

IBFEM with capability of modeling fracture mechanics problems involving cracked 

domains. A step by step approach on implementation is discussed along with the 

advised changes for better performance is discussed.   

Chapter 5 has the results obtained using the above implementation scheme in 

IBFEM software. These results are thoroughly understood using benchmark problems 

and computed values are compared to analytical solution as well as those obtained 

from Abaqus 6.10.  

Chapter 6 entails the conclusions obtained from the results and scope of future 

developments that need to be done for improving the efficiency and accuracy of the 

method.  
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CHAPTER 2 
EXTENTED FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

Finite element analysis is finding application in almost all branches of engineering. 

The increasing pool of applications has led to development of various methods that are 

more specific to a certain application. XFEM is one such technique which focuses on 

capturing local phenomenon such as weak and strong discontinuities in the solution 

field [6]. Early approaches in solving such problems involved use of polynomials as test 

functions but it required attention towards mesh refinement for obtaining reasonable 

results. Improving mesh density has been termed as h-refinement while the use of 

higher order polynomials for test functions has been named p-version. J Fish [14, 15] 

tried to capture local phenomenon of high gradient in strain field by using technique 

named as s-version. A similar attempt was made by J Fish and Belytschko [16] in which 

a sub domain of interest with high gradient had a spectral approximation, and this 

corresponding mesh was overlaid on regular finite element mesh. A more recent 

method Multi scale Enrichment using Partition of Unity (MEPU) [18] exploiting benefit of 

s-version and PUM was demonstrated which accounts for coupling coarse scale domain 

with a fine scale region without affecting sparsity of coarse field. Fish described 

methods such as XFEM/GFEM as sparse global enrichment method (SGEM) and 

argued that MEPU is a decent approach towards exploring use of the FEM in 

nanotechnology. In the last decade, development in this context has led to use of 

analytical solutions directly as test function.  

Enrichment was realized using partition of unity which was first explained by 

Babuska et al. as partition of unity method PUM [3]. This addition to regular FEM trial 
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function has been called ‘extrinsic enrichment’ and it lead to additional variables in the 

weak formulation. Whereas an alternative approach of replacing usual FEM shape 

functions with special functions to capture local phenomenon has been termed as 

‘intrinsic enrichment’. Global enrichment involving enrichment of entire domain with 

such functions is computationally very expensive. This approach of using analytical 

solution locally has helped to capture exact solutions in models involving discontinuities. 

Following this path leads to division of domain into three different regions which have 

been identified as ‘enriched domain’, ‘blending domain’ and usual ‘finite elements’ by 

most of the authors.  

 
Figure 2-1. Demarcation of enriched region and blending region. 

In Figure 2-1 region around crack colored as blue is composed of enriched 

elements and that colored as green is composed of blending elements while rest of  the 

elements are regular finite elements. Enriched domain is a collection of all elements that 

have all their nodes enriched. While blending elements are those that have some but 

not all enriched nodes. A clear definition for the same could be found in later section of 

Blending elements Enriched elements 

Crack  
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this report. Typical example where XFEM is applied can be found in fracture mechanics 

where displacement field shows asymptotic change while strain could be singular at the 

crack tip.  

Several other problems such as interface problems involving fluids, contact 

stresses at joints or multi material problems, shear bands and dislocation models have 

also been modeled using this technique. Enriched elements have capability to 

reproduce exact solutions depending on the type of enrichment used but blending 

elements do not have the same capability. Blending elements serve to be a means of 

ensuring compatibility between enriched elements and thosewith regular shape 

function. PUM condition is not satisfied in blending elements hence they are unable to 

represent enriched function but instead they end up adding unwanted terms leading to 

impaired accuracy and convergence properties as discussed by Chessa et al. [21]. 

Fries presented a method of global enrichment using a ramp function which was 

presented as corrected XFEM [1]. This method was further studied by Ventura who 

referred to his proposition as ‘weight function blending’ [2] which in spirit is same as 

Fries approach.  A J Fawkes [4, 5] and colleagues tried to solve problems involving 

crack tip singularities using finite element method in early approaches. Extended finite 

element method presented by Belytschko [6, 7, and 8] uses analytical solutions for such 

solution fields near crack tip which has been active area of development in past decade. 

Nagashima along with colleagues tried to model interface cracks between dissimilar 

materials using XFEM and proved its effectiveness for stress analysis and stress 

intensity factor calculation in bi-material fracture problems [8]. Earlier papers [6-8, 9] 

used the leading or the lower order terms of asymptotic solution and calculations of 
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desired stress intensity factor were carried out using output results of analysis using 

complicated post processing.   

Karihaloo and Xiao [10, 11] made an attempt to incorporate higher order terms in 

enrichment function to improve accuracy of solution and also to develop technique to 

obtain SIF directly without any post processing. Results obtained by [10,11] shows it is 

highly accurate method compared to previous approaches and if we further limit  the 

additional degrees of freedom due to crack tip enrichment to be equal, the solution 

assumes the asymptotic field and nodal enriched coefficient values of crack tip element 

are the required SIF.  

General Formulation 

XFEM was first introduced with its application field concentrated on fracture 

mechanics. Lot of effort has been made in this direction in order to capture 

discontinuities in solution field which in our case would be across the crack in a given 

material under loading. Discontinuities could be in form of a jump which is referred as 

‘strong’ discontinuity or in form of a kink referred as ‘weak’ discontinuity. Solution field 

as well as its gradient is discontinuous in case of strong discontinuities while only 

gradient is discontinuous in case of kinks. XFEM is also useful to reduce stiffness of 

approximation in the vicinity of high gradients which helps in improving accuracy without 

the need for mesh refinement. This reduction in sophistication of mesh generation as 

well as savings in computational effort is also a motivation towards XFEM.  

Regular FEM approximates the solution field piece wise with polynomial shape 

functions. But in several cases these polynomial functions cannot approximate jumps 

and kinks resulting in stiff solution and degradation of accuracy. Examples of such 

events would be modeling of cracks for calculation of SIF, shear bands, dislocations, 
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material and phase interface.  In materials possessing cracks we have a jump in 

displacement field across the crack while crack tip has a high gradient in stress 

intensity. In the case of global enrichment the entire domain is modeled with enriched 

elements and hence both the regular polynomials and the enrichment functions would 

share same support i.e. entire domain. The shape functions used to maintain partition of 

unity may be of different order compared to the regular FE approximation part. This is 

known as ‘extrinsic enrichment’ as described earlier. 

   ∑      
 
     ∑   

     
 
                                                                                            2-1 

Where 

       Regular finite element shape functions. 

  
   Partition of unity shape functions. 

      Enrichment function. 

I      Entire domain. 

      Degrees of freedom associated with I due to enrichment. 

Equation 2-1 is the overall displacement obtained after enriching all the nodes in 

the model. Thus it can be seen that the total displacement is the summation of 

displacement due to regular nodal values and enriched nodal values. This approach 

may be simple to implement but is computationally very expensive as the entire region 

is enriched. In most models the need of special enrichment function is local for example 

discontinuity due to crack or stress concentration due to special feature of model. Thus 

in such a situation enriching entire domain makes little sense. So only a part of domain 

is enriched and such a formulation is described as ‘intrinsic enrichment’. This can be 

achieved by identifying local nodes in need of treatment and hence only those nodes 
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are burdened with additional degrees of freedom. Such an approach would lead to the 

following formulation. 

   ∑      
 
     ∑   

     
 
                                                                                          (2-2) 

Where 

      Enriched domain 

      Degrees of freedom associated with I* due to enrichment. 

This was general structure given to XFEM approximation in [6] whereas definition 

of enrichment function   and I* depends on specific application. 

Also,                                     ∑                                             

This helps us to maintain partition of unity over entire domain which gives it 

capability to represent any enrichment function in domain I*. But this approximation 

loses the Kronecker –δ property and application of essential boundary conditions 

becomes a challenge. A shifting of enrichment function was proposed by Belytschko [7] 

which assumes following approximation of the displacement field. 

   ∑      
 
     ∑   

          
 
                                                                               (2-3)          

   is the enrichment function evaluated at node j, and if    are nodal co-ordinates 

at node j then             . This approximation helps us apply essential boundary 

conditions though the enrichment might still be non-zero on some part or boundary 

other than nodes. In case of multiple enrichments the overall test function would take 

the following form. 

   ∑      
 
     ∑ ∑   

       
     

  
    

 
 
                                                                  (2-4)          
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  is the compact support for the Kth enrichment. Some of the nodes are common 

between two or more enrichments and hence they would possess appropriate degrees 

of freedom to represent the solution field.   

Blending 

One of the chief advantages of XFEM is that the enrichment is localized and is 

only effective in regions where the discontinuity is expected or known. At the borders 

between the enriched and normal FE domain there is incompatibility due to additional 

degrees of freedom associated with the enriched domain. This leads to existence of 

special elements referred as blending elements that help in smooth transition between 

two different types of domains. The problems associated with blending have been 

discussed in past [21, 22, and 2].  

 
Figure 2-2. Enrichment function across blending element. 

Blue nodes represent the enriched nodes while the green nodes represent the 

regular finite element nodes. The Figure 2-2 represents weight function across the 

blending elements. Blending elements do not satisfy partition of unity and hence they 

are unable to represent enriched function but instead they act against and affect the 

convergence and accuracy. Most of the approaches developed in the past to handle this 

problem are specific to certain application and do not apply to arbitrary enrichment 

U(x) 

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 

Blending element 

Regular finite element 

Enriched element 
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functions in general. A more general approach called ‘Corrected XFEM’ was adopted in 

by Fries [22] that uses a smooth weight function with compact support usually in the 

form of a polynomial to bring enrichment down to zero at interface nodes. This path 

leads to suppression of all parasitic terms associated with blending elements. A ramp 

function was multiplied with the enrichment function referred to as weight function 

blending by Ventura [2].  

This can be represented as follows. 

   ∑      
 
     ∑   

      
 
                                                                                        (2-5) 

Wherein    is the modified enrichment function which can be described as being 

product of two functions i.e. the original enrichment function and its associated weight 

that localizes the enrichment. The weighting function chosen is such that it diminishes 

the enrichment away from the region of interest. Fries [22] suggested using partition of 

unity functions for this purpose which could be described as follows, 

                }              }                                                                         (2-6) 

    ⋃   
                                                                                                                   

In this mathematical expression, x represents elements that are supposed to be 

enriched and Ix represents nodes of element x. Thus if an element has any common 

nodes with domain I* which was defined in Equation 2-2, then it should be considered 

an enriched element which results in new set of enriched nodes E*. The new enrichment 

function for element x would then be 

  
                                                                                                                       (2-7) 

    ∑                       
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Figure 2-3. Avoiding formation of blending elements using corrected XFEM.                                                                                                        

 Let W be the set of all nodes of element x so we define m = W ∩ I*. Thus in such 

a situation weight ωx would be one for all enriched elements as defined by regular 

XFEM and hence enrichment function is produced exactly. Whereas blending elements 

enriched by new ‘Corrected XFEM’ formulation cannot produce enrichment function 

exactly. This new approach helps in getting rid of all the unwanted terms in the 

approximation of such blending elements. Thus this approach does not enable blending 

element to reproduce enrichment function but it helps in avoiding the parasitic effects of 

blending element on overall solution and mergers the enriched solution smoothly with 

regular FE domain. Results obtained by Ventura [2] show that weight function blending 

improves accuracy and convergence properties. Gracie [21] tried to avoid formation of 

blending elements using Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) by coupling two regions and 

imposing continuity between the two domains using penalty approach. This method was 

compared to Assumed Strain (AS) approach discussed by Chessa et al. [21].  

Application to Fracture Mechanics 

XFEM was first studied in detail to model discontinuities in a model containing 

crack by Belytschko [6]. XFEM in general is a technique to treat weak or strong 

discontinuities as well as kinks in the field solution. Westergraad [25] wrote one of the 

U(x) 

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 

Regular finite element 

Enriched element 
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most important papers in fracture mechanics history which had the displacement and 

stress field of mode I crack problems which was further extended to mode II problems 

by Sih [26]. Westergraad argued that MKG (Muskhelishvili-Kolosov- Goursat) functions 

can be simplified and expressed in terms of a single function in case of special 

symmetry.  We know that for two arbitrary functions      and       the Airy stress 

function          generated using MKG functions will be bi harmonic. Here z is a 

complex number.  

         
 

 
     ̅                                                                                                    (2-8) 
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Thus these stresses can be described in terms of α and β are as follows 
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        ̅                                                                                                     (2-12) 

Westergraad prescribed that for mode I shear stress should vanish along plane of 

symmetry Τxy (x, 0) = 0 and hence the following relation exists between two MKG 

functions 

 ̅                                                                                                                      (2-13) 

 

Using the above relation the general solution of stresses become, 

                                                                                                                  (2-14) 

                                                                                                                  (2-15) 

                                                                                                                       (2-16) 
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Consider an infinite plate with center crack of length 2a subjected to biaxial loading 

            . Westergraad functions given by       √        and    

    

√        
 will satisfy the boundary condition for given state of stress and using equation 

for stresses given above and applying the appropriate boundary conditions we obtain 

the near crack tip stress by assuming the origin at individual  crack tip for calculation of 

stresses at that crack tip. 
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Also we define                     

             √        √                                                                                   (2-20)                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
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Similarly for mode II we can derive corresponding crack tip stress field. We 

observe that in analytical solution the solution field has functions that are not 

polynomials Belytschko decided to enrich crack tip element with following four functions 

        }        (
 

 
)       (
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      }                           (2-22) 

Analytical solution lies in the span of the above four functions and hence the error 

reduces and the analytical solution is better captured with fewer elements. When a 

strong discontinuity is to be applied in solution field, functions such as level set function, 

sign distance function or Heaviside function have been used successfully in form of 

enrichment. In the present approach Heaviside function is used as we need to assign 
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the ability to elements to let crack pass through them. If step enrichment is shifted it 

normally vanishes outside the enriched element and hence there are no blending 

elements. Even if approximation is not shifted, it does not affect much as the enrichment 

is constant in blending elements.  

 
Figure 2-4. Enrichment technique for modeling cracked domain using structured grid. 

Nodes with red color represent singularity enrichment while nodes with yellow 
color represent Heaviside enrichment. 

It could be seen from the Figure 2-4 that only one element is enriched with 

Singularity enrichment but as explained later a geometrical approach of enriching 

elements is used and a fixed region defined by a radius of enrichment is enriched for 

higher accuracy and improved convergence.
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CHAPTER 3 
MESH INDEPENDENT FINTE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

Developments in Mesh Independent and Meshless Methods 

All FEA programs represent geometry with help of a mesh. Hence the model itself 

is represented as a set of elements that are aligned in such a way that they represent 

the shape of the object. This proves to be a challenge when a mesh is to be created for 

complex geometries and in such cases most automated mesh generation algorithms 

generate a poor mesh. In modern day, engineering systems are becoming more 

complicated and intricate which renders use of regular FEM difficult. One such difficulty 

is mesh distortion which means poorly shaped and grouped elements. In the last two 

decades the focus has been upon methods that avoid generating a mesh to represents 

the geometry of the structure. This is usually experienced when automated mesh 

generator algorithms are asked to generate mesh for a complex geometry.  Mesh 

generation is particularly problematic for models involving singularities, high gradient, 

complex geometries, large deformation and nonlinear behavior. 

Mesh free methods were developed with a goal of avoiding complex mesh 

generation. The main objective of meshless methods was to generate approximation 

based entirely on nodes without connecting them to form elements. 

 
Figure 3-1. Model for meshless method showing nodes and boundary 

Dispersed 
nodes inside 
the boundary 
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One of the early methods in this direction was Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics 

(SPH) [45, 46]. It was a computational method for simulating fluid flow problems and it is 

a mesh free lagrangian method where the mesh moves with the flow. William G Hoover 

used Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics for studying impact fracture in solid mechanics 

[27].  Element Free Galerkin Method (EFGM) [28, 29] was developed as an alternate 

path that used moving least square (MLS) approximation. Nayroles et al. [30] actually 

first used  MLS function as set of approximation function for solving differential equation 

in Galerkin space and they called this method as “diffuse element method” (DEM). 

Babuska and Melenk [3] presented method known as Partition of Unity Method (PUM) 

which is a general approach to user defined domain with required approximation. Thus 

it could be said the SPH and EFGM are in a way instances of more general approach 

presented by PUM. This new structure helps formulation of variety of trail spaces to 

solve above mentioned problems involving higher order differential equation. 

 Mesh independent methods use a back ground mesh or a structured grid. In such 

methods, the mesh need not conform to the geometry. For this case various different 

approaches have been developed to apply boundary conditions. The Penalty boundary 

method (PBM) was presented by Clark and Anderson [40, 41]. It explains use of a 

regular structured grid while essential boundary conditions are applied using a penalty 

method. Shapiro [42, 43] and Hollig [37, 38, and 39] proposed use of R-functions to 

define the boundary of the problem domain and Dirichlet boundary conditions were 

satisfied using the solution structure proposed by Kantorovich and Krylov [31]. XFEM 

was also developed as a mesh independent method that uses implicit equation of a 
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boundary to represent phenomenon such as cracks and boundary conditions were 

applied using Lagrange multipliers. 

 
Figure 3-2. Model representing mesh independent method with a non-conforming 

background mesh 

 The Implicit boundary finite element method (IBFEM) was first presented by 

Padmanabhan [44] and Kumar [13] and it uses Heaviside step function to construct a 

solution structure based on the technique proposed by Kantorovich and Krylov [31].In 

this Chapter there is a brief review of meshless methods and then emphasis is made on 

study of Implicit Boundary Method (IBM) [13] which was used in the implementation of 

XFEM for this thesis.  

Implicit Boundary Finite Element Method 

It has been a general practice to use Lagrange’s interpolation scheme as test and 

trial function to obtain a C0 continues solution for elastostatic problems. This approach 

in FEA gives a discontinuous stress across the element boundaries which require use of 

various smoothing algorithm for graphics purpose. Various basis functions such as 

Hermite functions, Moving Least Square (MLS) or B-spline functions have been used to 

obtain higher order continuity such as C1 or C2.  Although application of functions such 

Boundary value 
problem 

Background structured 
mesh 
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as B-spline functions is not simple as essential boundary conditions are difficult to 

apply. The solution structure so generated does not possess Kronecker-δ property and 

hence Dirichlet boundary conditions are not satisfied. Thus the use of B-spline functions 

calls for a structured mesh or grid which limits its use to a certain type of geometry. 

Thus in order to apply boundary conditions in case when the grid does not confirm with 

the geometry one needs to come up with special scheme.  

Implicit boundary method [13] (IBM) is one such method that uses D functions or 

Dirichlet functions to apply boundary conditions using the implicit equation of the 

boundary under consideration. This approach makes sure that essential boundary 

conditions are applied correctly even though the geometry does not confirm with the 

grid. Thus a grid which does not confirm to geometry can be used which helps in using 

basis functions such as B-spline formulation or other higher order approximations that 

possess C1 continuity. 

Grid Generation and Application of EBC 

In FEM essential boundary conditions are applied by specifying its value at nodes 

on the boundary. But since IBM uses a structured grid, the boundary may or may not 

have a node. Thus special technique is used to apply essential boundary conditions in 

such a case. IBM uses implicit equations of boundary to impose Dirichlet boundary 

conditions. A solution structure is constructed using Heaviside function which varies 

from zero to one over a narrow range of values. This method was first presented by 

Kantorovich and Krylov [31] and is termed as Implicit Boundary Method (IBM) by Kumar 

et al. [13]. A piece wise boundary value function is used in solution structure in case the 

essential boundary conditions are non-homogenous. In case of problems dealing with 
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elasticity the essential boundary conditions are applied in terms of displacement and the 

solution structure U defined over domain Ω ϵ R2 or R3 takes following form,  

                                                                                                               (3-1) 

                                                                                                                      (3-2) 

 If        is implicit equation of boundary and ua(x) is the required boundary 

value function then this solution structure will enforce U(x) = ua(x) at the boundary and 

essential boundary conditions could be enforced. These functions can be referred as 

weighting function or as D functions as mentioned in Kumar et al. [13] as they help in 

imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions. The D functions do not directly use the implicit 

equation of boundary. D functions construct a step function using those implicit 

equations as follows,  

     {

                      

     
 

 
            

                        

                                                                             (3-3) 

 

Function D(x) is a step function which tends to be Heaviside function as        . 

The magnitude of δ ≈10-5 or smaller is used in the implementation.  Since D Function 

has value of one in all elements except boundary elements, the stiffness matrix of all 

internal elements are identical which increases computational efficiency.  

The modified weak form or principle of virtual work for a region of interest Ω, with 

Sa
 being the boundary for essential boundary condition and St being boundary for 

traction is 

∫    }   }     ∫    }   }      ∫    }   }   
 

 

 

  

 

 
                                                       (3-4) 
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In Equation 3-4 {δϵ} is virtual strain and {δu} is the virtual displacement. Thus a 

trial solution is constructed as  

  }     }      }          }      }                                                                          (3-5) 

Where {ua} is a vector representing boundary value function, {ug} are grid variables 

while                       is a diagonal matrix constructed by Dirichlet functions 

such that variable part of solution representing grid variables vanish at boundaries. The 

same Dirichlet functions used to create the trial solution are used to create test 

functions. Thus stresses and strains become  

                                                                                                                          (3-6) 

  }            }      }       }      }                                                                       (3-7) 

Substituting test function in weak form gives 

∫    }    }     ∫    }   }      ∫    }   }   
 

 
  ∫    }    }   

 

 
  

 

  

 

 
                        (3-8)  

Now strain can be summarized as 

   }        }.                                                                                                            (3-9) 

  }            }.                                                                                                      (3-10) 

In the Equation 3-10 vector    } represents the nodal grid variables for element e 

and [B] is a strain – displacement matrix. Thus the weak form can be represented in 

discrete form by assembling the respective equations in global stiffness matrix similar to 

finite element analysis. The system solves for the grid variables instead of displacement 

unlike regular finite element analysis and hence there is no limitation to use of shape 

functions. In such a formulation the shape functions could have variety of basis 

functions such as Lagrange interpolation, B-spline functions or other meshless 

formulation such as MLS. 
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CHAPTER 4 
IMPLEMENTATION OF MESH INDEPENDENT XFEM  

The implementation scheme adopted and enrichment functions used are 

discussed further in this Chapter. An approach for avoiding blending elements by fixing 

of nodal variables similar to corrected XFEM [22] is proposed in this Chapter. Corrected 

XFEM uses weighting function that ramps down the enriched solution gradually to zero. 

Fixing of nodes requires the enriched d.o.f of nodes that are present at boundary of 

intersection of enriched and regular FE domain to be fixed to zero. Ramped Heaviside 

function is introduced which avoids the need for shifting and formation of blending 

elements. While for singularity enrichment early approach by Belytschko [6] was used 

and was compared to solution obtained by X.Y. Liu and colleagues [32] for direct 

evaluation of mixed mode SIF. In order to obtain SIF directly using the later approach 

the enriched d.o.f of crack tip elements should be equal. X.Y. Liu used penalty method 

for equating the enriched d.o.f of crack tip element. In this thesis Instead of using a 

penalty function ‘collapsing of nodes’ is used which is achieved by changing the 

connectivity of crack tip element.  

Ramped Heaviside Function 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, Heaviside function is used as step function to achieve 

discontinuity in the displacement solution. Signed distance function was used to 

determine if the Gauss point is inside or outside of crack boundary. Signed distance 

function,      ,  is calculated as follows when coordinate of the closest point on crack 

boundary is    ,   is the sample Gauss point of interest and  ̂ is the normal to the line. 

               ̂                                                                                                      (4-1)  
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Thus depending on location of sample Gauss point with respect to crack it will either 

have a positive value or a negative value. The magnitude is not used but only the sign 

of the answer determines the value of Heaviside function as follows. 

    (    )                                                                                                  (4-2) 

                                   . 

This function can be represented as follows in an iso-parametric four node 

element with discontinuity along Y=0 axis.  

 
Figure 4-1. Heaviside function for strong discontinuity along Y=0 

Ramped step enrichment can be summarized as follows 

   (    )   ̃                                                                                                         (4-3) 

 H is a Heaviside function which is described in Equation 4-2 and the weighting 

function  ̃ can be chosen as follows. 

 ̃     ∑   
 
            (4-4) 

 
Figure 4-2. Ramped step function with discontinuity along Y=0 
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Where n is the number of nodes of the enriched element outside of crack 

boundary and NK is the value of kth shape function associated with that node. Thus this 

function would be forced to zero at all the nodes that are inside the crack boundary. It 

could be seen that enrichment dies down to zero at all the nodes and hence there no 

blending elements created using this formulation. Also it helps generating an element 

which does not require shifting. 

Singularity Enrichment 

Singularity enrichment is used to reproduce the dependency of analytical solution 

near crack tip on   , where   is the radial distance of point with respect to crack tip. The 

analytical solution is given in Chapter 2 gives all the required functions to be 

represented in span of enrichment function. Belytschko [6] in order to incorporate this 

solution field in interpolation scheme used functions given in Equation 2-22. 

Karihaloo and colleagues [11, 12 and 20] tried to use higher order terms in 

enrichment functions which can be written as follows 

{
    
    

}  ∑        {
     
     

}  ∑         
       

       
}                                                             (4-5) 

{
       

       
}   ∑ [

        

        
] 

    {
   

    
}                                                                         (4-6) 

Where       ,      are respective coefficients of nodal d.o.f associated to 

enrichment function. The coefficients of first term represent mixed mode SIFs in 

Isotropic and homogenous materials i.e.    represents Mode I and     represents Mode 

II SIF. 
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                                   (4-7) 

These functions when plotted assume the following shape. 

   
       a) Function f11                         b) Function f12                           c) Overall assumed      

         

         d) Function f21                              e) Funtion f22                        f) Overall assumed      

Figure 4-3. Enrichment functions used for direct computation of SIF  

Thus overall approximation used after combining Heaviside function and 

singularity enrichment can be summarized as  

{
    
    

}  ∑        {
     
     

}  ∑            {
   

   
}  ∑       ∑ [

        

        
] 

    {
   

    
} (4-8) 

     is a Heaviside or sign distance function required to introduce a strong 

discontinuity in displacement field which enables crack to pass through an element. N is 

the number of truncated terms from the analytical solution field given in Equation 4-7. 
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Domain I is entire region, I* and I** are the compact support of respective enrichment 

function. 

The enrichment function is the exact analytical solution. Therefore the nodal 

values of the enrichment for the crack tip element becomes the required SIF at that 

crack tip. The nodal values are restricted to be equal so only one unique value of SIF is 

computed. This would eliminate the extra effort required to calculate computationally 

costly J-integrals. This approach also includes higher order terms from analytical 

solution which helps in achieving higher accuracy compared to previous methods.  

Fixing of Nodes 

 XFEM enables merging priori known analytical solution to finite element solution 

locally for problems involving local phenomenon such as kinks or singularity. The 

enrichment functions have compact support and hence they are only active in certain 

region of model. Some measure is to be taken in order to have a smooth transition of 

solution field from enriched region to regular finite element region. This is achieved by 

formation of blending elements which were discussed in Chapter 2. Blending presents 

certain problems such as reduced accuracy and low convergence rate. In this section a 

technique to merge enriched solution with regular finite element solution without 

formation of blending elements is presented. 

 In case of Heaviside enrichment all the elements that are cut by the crack are 

identified. Elements containing the crack tip are not to be enriched with step function 

since discontinuity in such an element is represented by singularity enrichment. Thus 

enrichment due to Heaviside function is brought down to zero in crack tip element. 

Fixing of nodes refers to constraining the value of degrees of freedom associated to 

enrichment function at those nodes to be zero. Equations 2-5 and 2-7 show that degree 
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of enrichment function is increased by degree of weight function used in corrected 

XFEM. Fixing of nodes does not increase the degree of enrichment function as in 

corrected XFEM. 

 
Figure 4-4. Blending of Heaviside function using fixing of nodes. 

Figure 4-4 shows the location of crack boundary and the crack tip element .Four 

nodes belonging to crack tip element are being fixed which is represented by black 

squares. There are in total six elements enriched with discontinuity enrichment but one 

of element which contains crack tip is removed from list by technique of fixing the 

nodes. This will ensure smooth convergence of discontinuity due to Heaviside function 

with discontinuity from Singularity enrichment functions.  

 
Figure 4-5. Blending singularity function using fixing of nodes. 

Figure 4-5 shows the nodes that are fixed when both Heaviside and Singularity 

enrichments are used. The nodes that are fixed are the nodes at the boundary of each 
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enrichment domain. The nodal values of enrichment are equated to zero at these fixed 

nodes and hence the corresponding rows and columns are removed from global 

stiffness matrix. This ensures continuity as well as reduces computational effort. 

Derivation of Stiffness Matrix 

In XFEM after adding additional nodes in enriched elements assembly of stiffness 

is done in same way as regular finite elements. Stiffness matrix could be derived in 

following way. 

   ∑      
 
     ∑   

     
 
                                                                                                    (4-9) 

In our case we have chosen     =  
 .  

    ∑      
 
     ∑   

     
 
                                                                                              (4-10) 

Let    be symmetric gradient operator 
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Using this approximation in weak form of principle of virtual work we get, 
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For 2D elastostatic problem the displacement field assumed can be described as, 
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But for enriched element this assumed field becomes, 
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Strain in case of plain stress conditions can be written as follows for an enriched 

element. 
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Whereas stiffness matrix can be derived from above as follows 

     [
  

      
    

  
      

    

]                                                                                        (4-27) 

Which will be a 16 x 16 matrix in case of a four node element and it can be very 

easily derived using the above definition of B1 and B2 matrix.  

In case of singularity enrichment the number of enrichment functions is more than 

one. Hence the stiffness matrix of such as element should be derived accordingly. If we 

follow the above steps for more than one type of enrichment function on same element 

we would end up having following strain matrix. 
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Implementation Scheme for Multiple Enrichments 

It is know that some of elements will require more than one enrichment functions. 

Thus the model might have different number of enrichments in different elements. 

Therefore it is advisable to have a versatile implementation framework that would allow 

us to have desirable number enrichments on a particular element. If Equation 4-7 is 

used as the singularity enrichment, then number of enrichment functions used will 

depend on number of terms used from analytical solution. Number of enrichment 

functions in an element will in turn determine the number of d.o.f.  

In present approach this was achieved by having multiple number of elements with 

same d.o.f instead of having a single element with multiple enrichments and large 

number of d.o.f. For example an analysis using 2D four node elements will have 

multiple four node elements with same global co-ordinates in order to create an 

enriched element with required d.o.f.  The procedure for assembling required stiffness 

matrix can be understood from Equation 4-29. When element is enriched with first 

enrichment components without any color are assembled as shown in Equation 4-29. 

Second enrichment assembles components colored as blue. Similarly jth enrichment will 

assemble components colored as green. Special elements are created that do not 

represent a specific enrichment function but are used to assemble missing components 

in the stiffness matrix that are colored as red. This assembly procedure was achieved 

by generating appropriate connectivity for the elements created. IBFEM framework has 
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assembles components of elements stiffness at appropriate location in global stiffness 

matrix depending on their connectivity.  

In general an element in IBFEM is an object created by combining it with any of 

available analysis type and Interpolation type files. A new object of type AType i.e. 

ATEnrich was created along with a new interpolation type IEnrich which together would 

make enriched elements. This could be understood easily from following charts. 

 
Figure 4-6. Chart showing inheritance of classes and formation of elements. 

 

 
Figure 4-7. Chart showing inheritance of classes and formation of enriched elements. 

This scheme is very versatile and each enrichment type can be individually altered 

to have different functions by changing the object file for that particular enrichment 

function. Thus here object oriented programming helps to develop a general structure 
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for any type of enrichment function to be easily incorporated by overriding some basic 

function of super class. Some of the basic important functions that enrichment class 

must have could be listed as follows. 

Function to determine elements to be enriched with that particular enrichment 

function. In this implementation the boundary ID for crack was used to determine 

elements through which an crack passes and hence those elements were enriched with 

Heaviside function. A radius was provided in input file which would help determine the 

elements enriched with singularity enrichment. All nodes are checked if they are at a 

distance less than the radius entered and if they are all the nodes in that element are 

enriched.  

Function for avoiding formation of blending elements. In present implementation 

blending of solution is taken care by two means i.e. either by fixing the nodes or by 

using corrected XFEM. Fixing of nodes for blending singularity enrichment is achieved 

by using same radius that was used for enriching the elements. All the nodes that fall 

outside that radius but are part of enriched element are collected in an array and 

enriched d.o.f associated to it are equated to zero. While corrected XFEM is 

implemented by using the shape functions of parent element or the underlying grid as 

weight function. The value of weighting function is the summation of shape functions 

associated to nodes on which the enrichment function is supposed to be non-zero. This 

is also achieved by using the radius of enrichment and identifying nodes that are 

outside the circle with that radius. While computing the weighting function at any point in 

an element the nodes of that element are checked to see if they belong to array of 

nodes that are outside the enriched radius.  If nodes are found belonging to that array 
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then the value of shape function associated to that node at that point is subtracted from 

the sum of all shape functions at that point. 

Function to assemble the local stiffness and send it to global stiffness matrix when 

called for. This means assembly of BJ matrix where j stands for the jth enrichment. 

Hence every enrichment class should have its own individual stiffness matrix which will 

be assembled in the element matrix as mentioned in above Equation 4-29. 

Read functions that help collect all data required by the enrichment file to perform 

all the necessary steps in algorithm. This may depend on the enrichment type and 

hence is modified according to the enrichment function and its requirement. So 

Heaviside function would require the boundary ID number to identify the crack location 

from the geometry file which is in VRML format exported from a CAD software. 

In order to generalize the enrichment all enrichment class are developed as being 

an object file of type enrichment which has all the functions that are common to all types 

of enrichment  and only functions that are specific to a certain type of enrichment are 

overridden. One example of such a function would be definition of enrichment function 

which is different for all enrichments. Discontinuity enrichment will have Heaviside 

function while singularity enrichment will have complex functions with singularity and 

trigonometric functions. 

Integration of Enriched Elements  

Most common technique to integrate functions in FEA is using Gauss quadrature. 

This technique is very accurate in integrating polynomials if correct order of quadrature 

is applied. This method involves computing the function being integrated at certain fixed 

number of the points in domain at specified locations depending on order of integration 

and multiplying it with weights associated to that sample point. The value of these 
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weights could be very easily found in literature as it is very popular method for 

integrating polynomials. Enriched functions usually involve analytical solution which 

most likely will not be polynomials. Special integration techniques have been used to 

integrate such functions depending on type of function being integrated. Certain steps 

have to be taken to assure good accuracy in solution as use of usual Gauss quadrature 

will induce errors. It has been noticed that if proper integration scheme is not adapted 

the error induced in the crack tip element is sometimes as much as total error induced 

in model by other elements. This is because crack tip element has    singularity term 

along with other complicated trigonometric functions in its trial function. Ventura [2] 

discussed a technique called ‘Fast Integration’ which converts the volume integration 

into surface integration and hence is much more efficient and accurate. Although they 

have hinted that their method only works best for elements where all the nodes of 

element are enriched and d.o.f associated to those nodes are equal. Accuracy can be 

greatly increased by using polar integration [34, 35] technique which concentrates more 

sample Gauss points closer to crack tip. These methods require that element must be 

decomposed into integration triangles in a certain manner so as to have lot of Gauss 

points close to crack tip. Discontinuity enrichment needs the crack surfaces to be 

traction free. Thus the crack surfaces should not induce any strain while they are being 

moved with respect to each other. In order to integrate step function the enriched 

element has to be sub divided into integration triangles in such a way that one of the 

edges of the triangles lie along the crack edge or surface as shown in Figure 4-8. Since 

computing the value of integrand in one triangle does not affect the other triangle, these 

triangles can separate along the crack edge leaving the crack surface stress free.  
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Figure 4-8. Formation of integration triangles for Heaviside function. 

 
Figure 4-9. Crack opening due to special integration scheme. 

The triangles are generated using points selected on both the crack edges. Crack 

has two edges since it is modeled as actual crack with finite but very small width. In the 

current implementation a Gauss quadrature of sixth order is used for singularity 

enrichment while elements enriched with Heaviside function do not need such high 

order of integration. Although reasonable accuracy is maintained in overall solution, the 
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displacements at crack tip element nodes do not converge if an accurate integration 

scheme is not used. Since the crack tip element displacement solution gives the 

required SIF directly it is essential that they are accurate enough. A quadrature of 

seventh order was used by X.Y. Liu [32] for obtaining the direct SIF for mixed mode 

fracture analysis and a very high accuracy was obtained. Implementation in IBFEM 

shows that the SIF computed by this manner are very sensitive to the integration 

technique. It is also to be noted that either increasing the order of integration or 

increasing the number of integration triangles is computationally very expensive and 

hence it becomes a very time consuming analysis. 

Algorithm used for Implementation  

Incorporating XFEM for solving problems in solid mechanics with cracks in IBFEM 

framework involved following steps. 

Geometry is imported from any commercial CAD software in a VRML (Virtual 

Reality Modeling Language). Geometry is represented by set of parametric Equation 

that defines the bounding region of the model. Crack is represented by one of the 

boundaries in the geometry.  

 

Figure 4-10. Geometry with a crack exported from CAD software into IBFEM using a 
VRML type file. 
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A background mesh is generated for the object. The crack is represented using 

the parametric equation of the boundary of the model. The model generated from CAD 

system has a crack of finite width but the width is very small compare to dimensions of 

the model and hence it can be treated as a crack. One of the boundaries of crack is 

chosen as crack boundary whose parametric equation is used for further computation. 

 

Figure 4-11. Background grid generated in IBFEM. 

Using the parametric equation of the crack and the location of crack tip the 

elements to be enriched in the model are determined. Elements with discontinuity are 

determined by finding the elements though which the crack boundary passes. Elements 

with singularity enrichment are determined using an enrichment radius which is an input 

for the program. All the elements that have one or more nodes within the circle of this 

radius with center at the crack tip   are enriched. Thus in this approach there are 

essentially no blending elements. 

Blending of enrichment is then achieved by using constraints i.e. fixing the nodes. 

The nodes that are located on the interface between regular finite elements and the 

enriched elements are determined. The enriched degrees of freedom associated to 

these nodes are fixed or equated to zero. 

Crack represented by a boundary 
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Figure 4-12. Enriched elements are selected and boundary nodes are fixed. The nodes 
with black spot represent the nodes being fixed. 

The nodes of crack tip element are collapsed which means that connectivity of that 

element is altered such that the nodal values of enrichment are equal at all the nodes of 

the crack tip element. Example of crack tip element connectivity with collapsed nodes 

would be (                               ). It could be seen that first four nodes 

correspond to regular polynomial shape function and last four nodes are enriched 

nodes. The last four nodes have the same node number as they are collapsed and 

hence all the stiffness associated to those four nodes would be added to single 

corresponding equation in global stiffness matrix. The nodal value corresponding to that 

collapsed node is the SIF for mixed mode fracture toughness. 

Local stiffness matrix of regular finite element as well as enriched elements is 

assembled. In case of elements with multiple enrichments local stiffness matrix is 

assembled as explained in section ‘Implementation Scheme for Multiple Enrichments’.  

The local stiffness matrix is assembled into global stiffness matrix using the 

updated connectivity table.  This is done in a similar manner as usual FEM and 

corresponding equation are assembled in the matrix form to be sent to solver.  

Region enriched with 
singularity functions. 

Elements containing crack 
boundary are enriched with 
Heaviside function. 
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Special integration technique is used to calculate stiffness at Gauss points and 

also different approach is used in selecting integration points. In case of elements 

enriched with Heaviside functions the elements are triangulated in such a manner that 

edges lie along the crack edges. This helps in ensuring traction free crack edges. While 

for singularity enrichment the element is divided into small triangles and a 6th order 

Gauss quadrature integration on each triangle. The integration technique was explained 

earlier using Figure 4-12 and 4-13. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS 

A brief discussion about implementation of XFEM in context of modeling mixed 

mode fracture analysis for 2D models was discussed in Chapter 4. This chapter 

presents results that were obtained from the implementation which validates the 

implementation of code. The problems presented in this chapter have analytical solution 

for their SIF and are checked against results obtained. Various graphs presented help 

us to study convergence using different possible enrichment functions.  

Edge Crack Under Mixed Mode Loading  

A rectangular plate of dimension 7 x 16 is subjected to mixed mode stresses. This 

problem is also used by X.Y. Liu and colleagues [32] as a verification problem. 

Height = 16 units.  
Width = 7 units. 
Crack length = 3.5 units.  
Shear stress = 1 unit. 
E = 100 units 

             
Figure 5-1. IBFEM model for plate with edge crack. 

This is a mixed mode problem with a shear force at the top edge while bottom 

edge of the plate is fixed. The elements used are 4 node 2D elements and mesh used is 

11 x 23, 23 x 47, 47 x 95 and 71 x 161. These meshes are selected so as to generate 
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approximately square elements. The deformation pattern and the stress distribution 

obtained from IBFEM are compared to one obtained from Abaqus.  

                    

a)                                         b) 

                

             c)                                         d) 
Figure 5-2. Contour plots for displacement and Von Mises stress (a) Displacement plot 

from IBFEM (b) Von Mises stress plot from IBFEM (c) Displacement plot from 
Abaqus (d) Von Mises stress plot from Abaqus. 

Table 5-1 shows the legend used for addressing a specific enrichment function. It 

is to be noted that Singularity (Type I) refers to enrichment functions mentioned in 

Equation 2-22, and Singularity (Type II) refers to Singularity functions used by Karihaloo 

[18, 12] which are also enlisted in Equation 4-7. 
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Table 5-1. Legend for enrichment functions. 

Enrichment Type Enrichment Number 

Heaviside 1 

Ramped Heaviside 2 

Singularity (Type I) 3 

Singularity (Type II) 4 

 

Table 5-2. Enrichment scheme for cases 1 to 9 (Problem 1) 

Case number 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Enrichment 
Number 

1,3 1,3 2,3 2,3 1,4[1] 1,4[3] 1,4[5] 1,4[7] 1,4[9] 

Shifting YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Weight 
function 

NO YES NO YES NO NO NO NO NO 

 

Table 5-3. Enrichment scheme for cases 10 to 17 (Problem 1) 

Case number 

  10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

Enrichment 
Number 

1,4[1] 1,4[3] 1,4[5] 1,4[7] 2,4[1] 2,4[3] 2,4[5] 2,4[7] 

Shifting YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Weight 
function 

YES YES YES YES NO NO NO NO 

 

Table 5-4. Enrichment scheme for cases 18 to 22 (Problem 1) 
  Case number 

  18 19 20 21 22 

Enrichment 
Number 

2,4[9] 2,4[1] 2,4[3] 2,4[5] 2,4[7] 

Shifting YES YES YES YES YES 

Weight function NO YES YES YES YES 
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Table 5-3 and Table 5-4 are used to discuss various permutations and 

combinations tried to study convergence of different enrichment functions and 

formulations used to model the same problem. Enrichment number is the legend used 

to specify a type of enrichment function used which is enlisted in Table 5-1. The number 

inside the square bracket [x] represents number of terms used from the expansion of 

the enrichment function mentioned in Equation 4-7. This number is equal to the value of 

  used in Equation 4-7. The following tables show the results obtained in various cases.  

Table 5-5. Maximum displacement values for case 1 to 4 (Problem 1) 

  Case 

Mesh Abaqus 1 2 3 4 

            

11 x 23 8.295 9.548 10.495 8.711 10.341 

            

23 x 47 8.069 8.781 10.011 8.371 9.721 

            

47 x 95  7.955 8.248 8.795 8.051 8.611 

            

71 x161 7.924 8.041 8.375 7.921 8.261 

            

201 x 403 7.866 7.945 8.175 7.921 8.091 

 
 
Table 5-6. Maximum displacement values for case 5 to 9 (Problem 1) 

  Case 

Mesh 5 6 7 8 9 

            

11 x 23 7.69 7.72 7.75 7.75 7.76 

  
   

  23 x 47 7.94 7.96 7.97 7.97 7.97 

  
   

  47 x 95  7.93 7.94 7.95 7.95 7.95 

  
   

  71 x161 7.89 7.89 7.89 7.89 7.89 
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Table 5-7. Maximum displacement values for case 10 to 13 (Problem 1) 

  Case 

Mesh 10 11 12 13 

          

11 x 23 7.87 7.92 7.97 8 

  
    

23 x 47 8.04 8.04 8.07 8.08 

  
    

47 x 95  7.97 7.98 7.99 8 

  
    

71 x161 7.91 7.92 7.93 7.93 

 
 
Table 5-8. Maximum displacement values for case 14 to 18 (Problem 1) 

  Case 

Mesh 14 15 16 17 18 

            

11 x 23 7.25 7.27 7.3 7.31 7.31 

            

23 x 47 7.64 7.65 7.66 7.67 7.67 

            

47 x 95  7.76 7.76 7.77 7.77 7.77 

            

71 x161 7.78 7.79 7.79 7.79 7.79 

 
 
Table 5-9. Maximum displacement values for case 19 to 22 (Problem 1) 

  Case 

Mesh 19 20 21 22 

          

11 x 23 7.4 7.45 7.51 7.54 

          

23 x 47 7.71 7.76 7.77 7.78 

          

47 x 95  7.79 7.8 7.83 7.83 

          

71 x161 7.81 7.81 7.83 7.83 
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Table 5-10. SIF values for case 15 to 18 (Problem 1) 

Case number 

 
15 16 17 18 

Mesh KI KII KI KII KI KII KI KII 

         
11 x 23 32.48 5.68 33.04 6.35 33.3 5.82 33.13 6 

         
23 x 47 32.06 5.76 33.87 6.23 34.95 5.53 34.71 5.13 

         
47 x 95  30.33 5.48 32.92 5.74 34.26 5.32 34.27 4.45 

         
71 x161 30.03 5.33 33.07 5.48 34.53 5.14 34.8 4.38 

 

It is to be kept in mind that the max displacement whenever mentioned is obtained 

using only one layer of enriched elements around crack tip element while SIF are 

computed using two enriched layers of element as shown in Figure 5-3. 

 

 
Figure 5-3. Enrichment layers for computing SIF 

 

Fixing nodes to blend 
singularity function 

 

Fixing nodes to blend 
Heaviside function 
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The square black spots around the crack tip element represent fixing of nodes for 

merging Heaviside enrichment while the second set of square black spots represent 

fixing of nodes corresponding to Singularity enrichment. It could be seen that two layers 

of elements around crack tip element are enriched in the Figure 5-3. The reason behind 

computing SIF after enriching two layers is that the accuracy is very low if only one layer 

is enriched.  

Convergence Study 

Convergence of crack tip opening was studied for various cases and care was 

taken to just enrich the solution with one layer of enriched elements around the crack tip 

element in all the cases. The graphs below are obtained by comparing the change in 

the crack tip opening due changing of mesh. It is to be noted that in all graphs the 

difference in the converged value of displacements may look huge due to scale of the 

graph but it is 1% or less than 1% of displacement value calculated by Abaqus.. The 

only exceptions with 4 % difference are Case 2 and 4 and they use Singularity Type I 

enrichment along with Ramped Heaviside function. 

 
Figure 5-4. Crack tip opening convergence for Abaqus and singularity type I enrichment 

using fixing of nodes approach.  
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Figure 5-5. Crack tip opening convergence for Abaqus and singularity type I enrichment 

using corrected XFEM approach.  

Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 compare crack tip opening for Cases 1,2,3,4. These 

cases use singularity Type I enrichment functions which is same as used by Abaqus. 

But when we compare Cases 1and 3 that uses approach of fixing the nodes to Case2 

and 4 that use the corrected XFEM approach, it could be seen the fixing the nodes 

helps displacement to converge much faster.  

 
Figure 5-6. Crack tip opening convergence with singularity type II comparing Heaviside 

function with ramped Heaviside function using fixing of nodes. 
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Figure 5-7. Crack tip opening convergence with singularity type II enrichment comparing 

Heaviside function with ramped Heaviside function using corrected XFEM. 

The data plotted Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7 is obtained from Cases 8,13,17,22. 

They both use the Singularity enrichment (Type II) as enrichment scheme. This 

comparison emphasizes fact the using shifted Heaviside enrichment as discontinuity 

enrichment or using ramped Heaviside enrichment without shifting is same in context of 

convergence of solution.  Thus shifting can be avoided for Heaviside enrichment 

completely by using the ramped Heaviside function as enrichment scheme. It could be 

seen that the convergence property obtained by enriching the elements with Singularity 

(Type II) enrichment is excellent. There is a limitation to number of terms that can be 

used from analytical solution as enrichment functions as it has associated increase in 

d.o.f. It was found from studies of other cases that even if the Singularity (Type II) 

enrichment with first three terms of analytical solution is used, it has much better 

convergence compare to enriching elements with Singularity (Type I) enrichment. 

Hence it is beneficial to enrich with Type II enrichment even though if it is not intended 

to obtain SIF directly as it gives better convergence than Type I enrichment scheme.  
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Figure 5-8. Crack tip opening convergence for comparing fixing of nodes against 

corrected XFEM 

 
Figure 5-9. Crack tip opening convergence for comparing fixing of nodes against 

corrected XFEM 

Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 the convergence rates when the blending of domain is 

treated either by fixing nodes or by using ‘corrected XFEM’ approach. Thus it could be 

seen the convergence obtained by fixing the nodes is equally good as that obtained by 

corrected XFEM.  

Abaqus  

Fixing of nodes 
Corrected XFEM  

Abaqus  

Corrected XFEM Fixing of nodes 
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SIF Computations 

The stress intensity factors computed are enlisted in the Table 5-11. 

Table 5-11. SIF values as a function of enrichment terms (Problem 1) 

Number of enrichment 
terms 

KI KII KI /34 KII/4.55 

1 24.72 5.23 0.73 1.15 

3 30.03 5.33 0.88 1.17 

5 33.07 5.48 0.97 1.20 

7 34.53 5.14 1.02 1.13 

9 34.80 4.38 1.02 0.96 

 

 
Figure 5-10. KI Convergence as a function of enrichment terms  

 
Figure 5-11. KII Convergence as a function of enrichment terms  
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Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11 show the convergence of values of KI and KII as a 

function of terms used from the analytical solution given in Equation 2-29. X.Y. Liu [32] 

has shown a better convergence for the SIF values for the same problem. The probable 

cause that could result into these errors is that the SIF values are very sensitive to 

integration scheme used for the crack tip element. Thus in order to obtain a good 

efficiency for SIF a very sophisticated scheme for integrating the crack tip element has 

to be adopted.  

Effect of Number of Enrichment Layers 

. There is a difference in solution when numbers of enrichment layers around 

crack tip element are changed. Enriching a fixed geometric region of model has been 

referred to as “geometric enrichment” by E. B´echet [35]. This enrichment scheme could 

be understood by means of figure 5-12 which explains the selection process of enriched 

nodes. Thus for a fixed radius of 0.12 for mesh density of 23x49 the set of enriched 

nodes could be seen in Figure 5-12. 

 
Figure 5-12. Figure showing number enrichment layers 

It could be seen that all the elements that are cut by the circle formed by the input 

radius are enriched. While the nodes that fall outside the circle are fixed so as to blend 
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the solution. In the Table 5-12 the results obtained by using a constant radius of 

enrichment are shown while the mesh is changed in each step. 

Table 5-12. Effect of radius of enrichment (Problem 1) 

Crack Tip opening 

Mesh r=0.6 r=0.95 r=1.2 

        
11 x 23 7.31 7.31 8.11 

        
23 x 47 8.18 8.67 8.96 

        
47 x 95  8.61 9.13 9.51 

        
71 x161 8.74 9.31 9.70 

        
101 x 203 8.80 9.39 9.77 

        
121 x 243 8.82 9.41 9.82 

 

It is clear from the Table 5-12 that solution is different for different radius of 

enrichment and it keeps on increasing with increase in the radius. E. B´echet [35] 

studied the convergence with respect to error in energy norm while in this thesis it is 

being studied with respect to displacement. The effect of enrichment radius on the crack 

tip opening for the problem under study can be better understood with Figure 5-13. 

 
Figure 5-13. Effect of radius of enrichment on crack tip opening (problem 1) 
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Center Crack Under Uniform Far Field Mode I Loading 

Consider a square plate 10 x 10 with a center crack and far field tensile stress. 

The model can be shown in the Figure 5-14. 

 

Figure 5-14. Plate with center crack under far field loading. 

a = 1 unit 
σ = 1 unit 
μ = 0.3 
E = 100 units. 

It could be seen that this problem is a pure Mode I problem. The above problem 

was modeled in IBFEM as shown in Figure 5-15, 

  

Figure 5-15. IBFEM model for plate with center crack. 

In order to apply proper boundary conditions the bottom edge was constrained to 

move in Y direction but it was free to move in X direction. While tensile pressure was 
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applied on top edge of required magnitude. The displacement and stress distribution 

obtained from the IBFEM program are compared with Abaqus  

 

                     

                               a)                                                                b) 

        

          c)                                                                  d) 
Figure 5-16. Contour plots for displacement and Von Mises stress  

The same procedure as problem 1 was followed to study effect of changes in 

various formulation of trial solution. List of various enrichment functions used can be 
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obtained from Table 5-1. Various different cases studied for this example can be 

obtained from Table 5-13. 

Table 5-13. Enrichment scheme for different cases (problem 2) 

  Case number 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Enrichment 
Number 

1,3 1,3 2,3 2,3 1,4[7] 1,4[7] 2,4[7] 2,4[7] 

Shifting YES YES YES YES YES YES NO YES 

Weight 
function 

NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES 

 

Only certain cases are studied as compared to previous example as only these 

few cases are used for obtaining the convergence graphs. Since all the cases were 

studied in last example and repeatability was obtained in their nature only those with 

significant importance are studied for plate with center crack under pure mode I loading. 

The results obtained for this example are shown in following tables 

Table 5-14. Maximum displacement values (problem 2) 

 

Case number 

Mesh Abaqus 1 2 3 4 

      
33 x 67 0.1014 0.1075 0.114 0.107 0.1138 

      
53 x 107 0.1003 0.1037 0.1065 0.1034 0.1063 

      
73 x 147 0.0999 0.1022 0.1044 0.102 0.1043 

      
93 x 187 0.0996 0.1014 0.103 0.1012 0.1029 

      
103 x 207 0.0995 0.1011 0.1026 0.1009 0.1025 
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Table 5-15. Maximum displacement values (problem 2) 

 

Case number 

Mesh 5 6 7 8 

     
33 x 67 0.1011 0.1016 0.1009 0.1014 

     
53 x 107 0.1000 0.1006 0.0999 0.1005 

     
73 x 147 0.0998 0.0997 0.0996 0.0996 

     
93 x 187 0.0995 0.0997 0.0993 0.0996 

     
103 x 207 0.0995 0.0996 0.0992 0.0995 

 

Table 5-16. SIF (KI) values for case 5 and 7(problem 2) 

  Case 

Mesh 5 7 

      
33 x 67 1.90 1.90 

      
53 x 107 1.87 1.89 

      
73 x 147 1.82 1.87 

      
93 x 187 1.79 1.79 

      
103 x 207 1.79 1.77 

 

Table 5-14 and Table 5-15 give the crack tip opening under different formulation 

and changing mesh. It could be seen that Case 6 and 8 only has displacement values 

even though they use singularity (Type II) enrichment scheme. The reason being if you 

multiply a weight function with the analytical solution the trial solution does not represent 

the exact analytical solution anymore and the nodal variables do not correspond to 

actual SIF. Hence in order to obtain direct SIF it is essential that we do not use 

‘corrected XFEM’. Thus fixing of nodes was used in our implementation and it served 
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the purpose. Compare to previous example this example has a shorter crack length and 

it is also pure Mode I type problem hence solution has better convergence but it still 

follows the same trend as the last example.   

Convergence Study 

 
Figure 5-17. Crack tip opening convergence for Singularity Type I enrichment using 

fixing of nodes  

 
Figure 5-18. Crack tip opening convergence for Singularity Type I enrichment using 

corrected XFEM 

Abaqus  

Heaviside  

Ramped Heaviside  

Abaqus  

Ramped Heaviside  

Heaviside  
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The above graphs show convergence for cases 1 to 4 all of which uses singularity 

(type I) enrichment scheme. It could be seen that all the cases have almost equal 

slopes and are very close to slope of Abaqus solution.  

 
Figure 5-19. Crack tip opening convergence for Singularity Type II enrichment using 

fixing of nodes  

 
Figure 5-20. Crack tip opening convergence for Singularity Type II enrichment using 

corrected XFEM 

The above graphs are plot of crack tip opening with changing mesh for cases 5 to 

8 and all of them use singularity (type II) enrichment. It is very clear that compare to 
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cases 1 to 4 these graphs show a much better convergence. It is apparent that cases 5 

and 6 wherein fixing of nodes approach is used converge better compared to cases 7, 8 

and also Abaqus. Thus it can be concluded that enrichment functions suggested in 

Equation 2-29 are better even for problems where SIF is to be calculated using contour 

integrals. Above two graphs also present the difference in fixing the nodes and using a 

weighting function for enforcing continuity. It could be seen that if we use approach of 

fixing the nodes once again the convergence is faster compared to other approach. Also 

to validate the use of ramped Heaviside enrichment it could be seen that it has same 

convergence except the solution is offset by a small value. Thus shifting of trial solution 

can be avoided entirely by using a ramped Heaviside function and fixing the nodes 

along the domain border of singularity enriched region.  

SIF Computation 

The SIF can be computed when using the singularity (type II) enrichment directly 

without using any contour integrals. Analytical solution for the above problem could be 

found in Anderson TL. [36].  

      √                                                                                                             (5-1)  

       √                                                                                                         (5-2) 

   is the crack angle and is zero in this case.  Hence the mode II stress intensity 

factor will be zero for this problem. While    can be computed as follows for present 

problem. 

       √                                                                                                 (6-3) 

The results were obtained from IBFEM using singularity (type II) enrichment and a 

topological enrichment approach. Two layers of elements around the crack tip element 
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were enriched with singularity enrichment and compatibility was achieved using fixing of 

nodes. The number of terms used from analytical solution given in Equation 2-29 were 

changed keeping the mesh constant  

Table 5-17. SIF as a function of number of enrichment terms (problem 2) 

Number of enrichment terms KI KI /1.77 

1 1.11 0.63 

3 1.67 0.94 

5 1.75 0.99 

7 1.77 1.00 

9 1.82 1.03 

11 1.82 1.03 

 

These values obtained were using a constant mesh of 103 x 207. As in previous 

example it could be seen that when only one term is used in enrichment scheme the 

answer obtained is very erratic. It gets accurate from fifth term and stays accurate for 

higher number of terms used.  

 
Figure 5-20. KI convergence as a function of enrichment terms  

Thus it could be seen that by using Gauss quadrature with sixth order for 

integration we can get accuracy of ±3% with use of five or more enrichment terms.  
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Effect of Number of Enrichment Layers 

This section discusses about the difference in topological enrichment scheme 

against geometrical enrichment. Similar approach as previous example was used and 

the results obtained by varying radius of enrichment against mesh is studied. Results 

obtained by following a geometrical approach are listed in Table 5-18. 

Table 5-18. Effect of number of enrichment layers (problem 2) 

Max Displacement  

Mesh r=0.1 r=0.15 r=0.2 

        
33 x 67 0.0990 0.1009 0.1009 

        
53 x 107 0.0991 0.1010 0.1020 

        
73 x 147 0.0997 0.1013 0.1023 

        
93 x 187 0.1003 0.1014 0.1023 

        
103 x 207 0.1003 0.1014 0.1023 

        
133 x 267 0.1003 0.1014 0.1023 

 

 

Figure 5-21. Effect of radius of enrichment on crack tip opening (problem 2) 

Three fixed radius of enrichment were used and mesh was changed to see the 

results. All three different radius used gave same convergence rates but the crack tip 
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opening is offset by a small value with increase in the radius. Figure 5-21 is in 

confirmation with conclusions drawn from previous example where a similar study was 

conducted. In case of radius        the first value is to be ignored since radius is too 

small for element size that only one element is enriched making it same as the first 

value for      . It is evident that the crack tip opening converges to a higher value with 

increase in the radius of enrichment. Heaviside function can be very easily integrated 

with a very high accuracy with techniques mentioned in Chapter 4 and hence the 

discontinuity is very accurately represented. But if there is no special integration 

technique available for singularity enrichment and usual higher order quadrature is 

being used then choosing value of radius of enrichment becomes a matter of 

discussion.
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION 

Summary 

This thesis is description of an effort made towards combining XFEM with implicit 

boundary approach. The obvious motivation behind is that model as well as the crack 

would be entirely mesh independent. In most of FEA packages the geometry is 

represented by means of finite element mesh but in IBFEM geometry is represented by 

a set of equations in geometry file generated from standard CAD software. IBFEM uses 

a back ground structured mesh which is independent of geometry. In present 

implementation the crack was represented as a feature in the model and is represented 

by a boundary. Thus the crack has a parametric equation which is a part of CAD file 

imported into IBFEM. This helps in recognizing enriched elements as well as 

determining the value of Heaviside function at any point. This procedure followed 

eliminates computation of Level set function.  

Some of the major issues with XFEM such as Blending and need for Shifting were 

discussed. A method for handling blending of enriched solution to regular finite element 

region was suggested and compared to most popular approach of ‘corrected XFEM’. 

Fixing of nodes was discussed in detail which proves to be very simple to implement 

and has better convergence rates compared to ‘corrected XFEM’. Fixing of nodes is a 

technique wherein boundary conditions are applied to enriched degrees of freedom so 

as to bring the enriched solution down to zero along the boundary of intersection 

between enriched and regular domain. In present implementation scheme it could be 

seen that essentially there are no blending elements which is same as corrected XFEM. 

Fixing of Nodes unlike corrected XFEM also does not increase the order of polynomial 
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functions used for test and trial functions. The results obtained by both ‘corrected 

XFEM’ and suggested approach are presented and discussed to validate the argument.  

Shifting of test and trial functions is done in order to facilitate application of 

Dirichlet boundary conditions. Ramped Heaviside function along with implicit boundary 

method was used in order to avoid shifting completely. Shifting was completely avoided 

and results obtained show that solution has same convergence rate as compared to 

those obtained by shifting the solution. Thus it is beneficial to avoid shifting since it 

reduces the complications in the trial solution used and makes it computationally 

cheaper.  

Also a detailed documentation of all the difficulties tackled for implementation of 

XFEM in an already existing FEA program are presented. IBFEM is a structured grid 

method and uses implicit boundary approach for applying essential boundary 

conditions. Implementation details of incorporating XFEM with IBFEM are discussed 

and benefits associated to it presented. SIF are calculated directly with ±3% accuracy 

using direct analytical solution for singularity enrichment. This method has been studied 

in detail and is found very effective as it completely avoids computation of contour 

integrals for SIF computations. This method requires that enriched degrees of freedom 

associated to crack tip elements to be equal. This was previously done by using a 

penalty function. An alternate approach is used which is termed as collapsing the nodes 

and is implemented by changing the connectivity of crack tip element and collapsing all 

the enriched nodes associated to crack tip element to one single node. 

Also a detailed convergence study is done to compare displacement convergence 

for different enrichment functions and it is validated from results that using exact 
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analytical solution instead of just first term had better convergence properties. Even if 

direct computation of SIF is not considered it is beneficial to use exact analytical 

solution with three or more terms. Also an effort is made towards studying the impact of 

geometrical enrichment scheme for singularity enrichment. It was observed as a larger 

geometrical portion of domain was enriched the material at crack tip became softer and 

thus the crack tip opening increases with increase in radius of enrichment. This leads us 

to the discussion as what is the optimum region to be enriched with singularity 

enrichment. Integration scheme to be used for integrating special functions for crack tip 

enrichment was discussed. A conclusion on impact of integration technique used to the 

accuracy of this method was discussed. It is clear that in order to obtain high accuracy 

for computation of SIF directly without computing contour integrals it is essential to have 

a very accurate integration scheme.  Using Gauss quadrature as high as up to sixth 

order gives reasonable accuracy and is to be compensated with use of large number of 

Gauss points which indeed is computationally challenging.  

Scope of Future Work 

The above implementation is applied for static problems but the advantages 

presented by technique will be really effective in problems involving crack growth. If a 

structured grid method is used in combination of XFEM then no remeshing would be 

required at any stage. This is because the deformed object does not affect the back 

ground mesh which is not a part of the geometry. Although the enriched elements will 

have to be changed as the crack tip is relocated. While in all other approaches the 

entire mesh has to be regenerated and level set functions are redefined. Also concept 

of localized mesh refinement could be used in conjunction with XFEM to improve the 

accuracy in regions involving enrichment. Localized mesh refinement would result into 
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higher local mesh density in regions involving enrichment or stress concentrations. This 

automatic mesh refinement should be very easy to apply since IBFEM is a structured 

grid method and the resulting quality of mesh will be very good since all elements are 

similar in shape and form. B-spline elements could be used for XFEM which might result 

in increased accuracy. B-spline elements are known to have a very high convergence 

rate and hence less number of elements should be needed to achieve same accuracy.  
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